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Abstract: Ubiquitous learning is an innovative approach that combines mobile learning and context-awareness, can be seen as kind of location-based services, first detects user’s location, knows surrounding context, and gets learning profile, and then provides the user learning materials accordingly. Game-based learning have become an emerging research topic and been proved that can increase users’ motivations and interests. The aim of our research is to present a context-awareness multi-agent-based mobile educational game that can generate a series of learning activities for users doing On-the-Job training and
make users interact with specific objects in their working environment. We reveal multi-agent architecture (MAA) into the mobile educational game design to achieve the goals of developing a lightweight, flexible, and scalable game on the platform with limited resources such as mobile phones. A scenario with several workplaces, research space, meeting rooms, and a variety of items and devices in 11th floor of a university’s building is used to demonstrate the idea and mechanism proposed by this research. At the end, a questionnaire is used to examine the usability of the proposed game. 37 freshmen participate in this pilot study and the results show that they are interested in using the game and the game does help them getting familiar with the new environment.
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1. Introduction

According to the statistics in 2010, vendors and manufacturers can produce and sell more than three hundred millions smartphones and have 72 percent increasing from 2009 to 2010, moreover, smartphones occupied 19 percents of total mobile communications device sales in 2010 (Pettey & Goasduff, 2011). These statistics data shows the rapidly growing of smartphone market and indicates the changes of using mobile phones. In the foreseeable future, most of people in workplace will have at least one smartphone. More and more applications are developed on smartphones for business assistance, entertainment, education, communication, and so forth. With the mobile platform features such as portability, multi-media capacity, wireless Internet access, and location-aware potential (Kim & Schliesser, 2007), mobile applications are widely used and bring the opportunities to various domains in our daily life including education, transportation, healthcare, tourism, and training. The circumstance creates a huge potential benefit to On-the-Job Training (OJT). For instance, people can learn the procedure of operating machines in front of the equipment and read the policy in time on their smartphones instead of attending the orientation. The development of mobile OJT systems then helps new employees learn the required knowledge and skills ubiquitously in their daily working environment as well as help employers save the education and training costs.

Brown and colleagues (1989) argue that students can learn specific knowledge more efficiently by interacting with authentic environment such as learning English vocabulary in the zoo (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). Many researchers use mobile devices to make students have feelings that they are living in the era or the place in which they can obtain the knowledge, e.g. the users can learn rainforest plants and ecology in Amazon River zone of botanic garden, that is so-called mobile/ubiquitous learning (Chang & Chang, 2006; Chen, Kao, Yu, & Sheu, 2004; Kurti, Milrad, & Spikol, 2007; Wu, Yang, Hwang, & Chu, 2008). Some other researchers develop mobile games for
educational purpose; these games not only make learners doing learning activities in specific environment such as solving missions in museums and historical sites, but also make them get motivated if compared with abovementioned mobile learning systems (Chang, Wu, Chang, & Heh, 2008; Wu, Chang, Chang, Yen, & Heh, 2010).

However, most of the existing research on mobile learning and game-based learning focus on specific discipline in educational settings (i.e. school campus, museum or historical site) only. The learning systems proposed in abovementioned educational settings usually deliver knowledge of natural science, art, and history. On the other hand, knowledge and skills also exist in our daily life and working environment, for instances, understanding the purchasing procedure and using photocopy machine, thus, people need to learn before they are required to complete specific tasks. Hence, an educational system for multi-disciplines and on-the-job training is necessary to design and develop. The proposed mobile educational game also needs to consider the different roles that users may play due to different positions in a company usually require different orientation courses for the on-the-job training, for instances, HR staff may need to know hiring process and learn how to use job-posting system, at meanwhile, Accounting staff need to know purchasing procedure and policy and learn how to use assessment management system.

In addition, smartphones have limited computing power and resources compared to desktop and laptop computers, the smartphone applications hence are usually small and simplified. Tan and Kinshuk (2009) have proposed five design principles for developing applications on mobile devices: multiplatform adaption, little resource usage, little human/device interaction, small data communication bandwidth usage, and no additional hardware. These design principles take the limited computing power and resources that mobile devices such as smartphones have into considerations. The software architecture design in this research then becomes an important issue to us when we design and develop the context-aware mobile educational game. For instance, not all smartphones have built-in GPS receiver, and even those smartphones have GPS receivers will encounter difficulty in sensing where the users are at and what context is surrounding the users inside buildings and in a cloudy day. A mobile system shouldn't ask users to purchase new smartphones or additional hardware for using it.

In this research, we propose a context-awareness mobile educational game under multi-agent architecture to meet three requirements existed while learning with smartphones: (1) makes camera-embedded smartphones be the context-awareness learning platform; (2) provides users personalized contents and/or services based on their locations and surrounding context; and, (3) comply the design principles of mobile application development (Tan & Kinshuk, 2009).

This research has four objectives to deal with the multi-discipline, the on-the-job training, and the mobile application design issues as well as to verify the usability of the proposed mobile educational game: (1) deploying two-dimensional barcode scanner to smartphones, so that the phones have ability to identify where the user is by reading the information stored in the barcode; (2) generating learning activities automatically according to the user’s location and the surrounding contexts, so that s/he can interact with the objects which may represent specific knowledge/concepts and get familiar with the environment via doing the activities; (3) designing and implementing a multi-agent-based mobile game, so that different services and tasks can be divided and dispatched to different agents, in such case, not all services need to start at the very beginning; and, (4) examining the proposed game and the multi-agent architecture we designed with the usability analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the relevant works of knowledge structures, multi-agent systems, educational games, usability, and theories needed to use for activity generation. Section 3 describes the process of context-awareness learning activity generation with real case, i.e. 11th floor of a university’s building. Section 4 presents multi-agent-based mobile educational game design including system architecture and the agent collaborations. Section 5 describes the pilot study design, analysis, results, and findings. At the end, Section 6 makes conclusions and talks about the possible further works.

2. Knowledge Structure & Context-Aware Mobile Educational Game

2.1. Ubiquitous Knowledge Structure

In order to provide users’ personalized/customized learning services, first of all, we need to know what the users want to learn and what they have already known. Knowledge structure is a good way to store and present the concept relations that learning materials may have.

Knowledge structure can be traced back to the memory model proposed by Quillian in 1967. After that, several knowledge structures are proposed to visualize concepts via graphs. Novak and Gowin (1984) have proposed a structure called concept map, which uses graph to organize and represent knowledge. The concept map uses circles or boxes for concepts, and connects two concepts with undirected line to represent concept relations. Concept maps can be used not only as learning tool but also an evaluation tool (Novak & Cañas, 2006). Ogata and Yano (2005) have proposed a knowledge awareness map which can visualize the relations between the sharing knowledge and the learner interactions. Another well-known theoretical structure called Semantic Network which is proposed by Sowa in 1983. Semantic network is a systematic means for researchers to model an individual’s mental schema of declarative knowledge (Fisher & Hoffman, 2003). Figure 1 shows two knowledge structures.

![Concept Map for presenting seasons](image1)

![Semantic Networks for presenting birds](image2)

Figure 1. Knowledge Structures
The knowledge structure used in this research is context-awareness knowledge structure. Wu and his colleagues (2008) propose the context-awareness knowledge structure for museum learning and elementary-level botanic learning (Wu, Chang, Chang, Liu, & Heh, 2008). It has proved as a good way to store the knowledge that learning objects in the real world may have.

This research adapts the context-awareness knowledge structure according to the learning environment that the mobile game takes place, i.e. 11th floor of a university building in which new staffs and visiting scholars reside at. Figure 2 shows the altered context-awareness knowledge structure: Domain layer defines on-the-job training requirements as well as themes. In addition, different domains may cover same objects and characteristics. Characteristic layer is a hierarchical structure and may be associated with many domains, has root characteristics and children characteristics. Object layer stores all learning objects in the real world, e.g. workplaces, equipment, devices, forms, flyers, etc.

![Figure 2. Partial context-awareness knowledge structure for the 11th floor of the university building.](image)

### 2.2. Game Based Learning

Game-based learning (GBL) has been used in training and education field for a while. The combination of digital games and learning materials is a new knowledge presentation form (Pivec, Dziabenko, & Schinnerl, 2003). Correspondingly, the characteristics of games such as fantasy, curiosity, challenge and control attract players to be continuously involved in a game (Malone, 1981). Therefore, the proper GBL design may motivate users to learn and increase their learning performance. Corti (2006) lists the key benefits that GBL can provide for on-the-job training, the potential benefits include employee's skill/performance improvement, employee's awareness of his/her role and responsibility,
induction tools for new hires, education tools for customer or partner, and motivation tools in the business.

There are many different types of games, and two of them seem to be rather suitable for educational purposes: adventure game and role-playing game (Cacallari, Hedberg, & Harper, 1992; Frazer, Argles, & Wills, 2008). During the adventure journey of game-play in these games, players may encounter missions, tasks, and questions. The implicit knowledge or solutions for these quests need players’ judgments and reactions. The problem-solving process may positively increase players’ interest, enjoyment, involvement, or confidence (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002). The challenges that a game gives to the players and the pleasure experiences that players gain from achievements in the game also motivate them playing continuously and foster them comprehensive understandings of domain knowledge (Corti, 2006; Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002).

2.3. Multi-Agent System

Intelligent agent is independent computer programs, is capable of acting autonomous and learning continuously to meet its design objectives (Baylor, 1999). Multi-agent system is a software environment where many agents are living in it. These agents are responsible for their own tasks and collaborate with other agents whose responsibilities belong to the pre- and post-requisite tasks. Researchers have applied multi-agent concept into learning management and mobile educational system design, and have reported good results in system scalability (Dutchuk, Muhammadi, & Lin, 2009; Zhang & Lin, 2007).

Multi-agent-based system is one of this research’s objectives, designing a system with agent-based perspective makes the mobile educational game more flexible and expandable. For instance, the system can find an agent to store user’s playing data if the network is disconnected and ask another agent doing batch update when the network is available again. We talk the detailed multi-agent design for the mobile educational game in Section 4.

2.4. Information Theory and Rough Set

In order to measure the common/rare degree of a learning object and learning characteristic, information theory and rough set are taken into consideration.

Information theory uses logarithmic base and probability to calculate the value of a learning object/characteristic in the environment by comparing with others. Information theory is developed by Shannon in 1948. Information theory is a theoretical method of applied mathematics and electrical engineering to quantify information or signal. Some researchers use it to measure the importance of information that involved in learning objects in the real world (Liu, Kuo, Chang, & Heh, 2008). In this research, a learning object’s information value is:

$$I(LO_i) = \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{P_{LOi}} \right),$$

where $P_{LOi}$ is the characteristic probability of the learning object $LO_i$ and $I(LO_i)$ is the information value of the learning object $LO_i$. 
Rough set is an approach to determine if the user is interesting in the learning objects. Rough set has been widely used in various domains: knowledge discovery decision analysis, pattern recognition, and intelligent system. Rough set has three regions which can be used to classify things into three categories (Chang, Wu, Chang, & Heh, 2008; Düntsch, & Gediga, 1998; Pawlak & Skowron, 2007):

1. Positive set: All elements within positive set fit the success criteria that the researchers made.
2. Boundary set: All elements within boundary set cannot be classified into either Positive or Negative set easily due to its uncertainty or partial fit in the success/failed criteria.
3. Negative set: All elements within negative set fit the failed criteria that the researchers made.

2.5. Usability

We use usability to evaluate if the proposed system can help users learn in the specific environment and satisfy users’ needs. Usability is a general term used in human computer interaction (HCI) research and can be widely explained rather than the traditional term, "user friendliness". Nielsen (1993) has explained that usability is a quality attribute that is measured up by five components to test a system’s overall acceptability. A usable system should be "easy to learn", "efficient to use", "easy to remember", "few errors", and "subjectively pleasing". The five characteristics proposed by Nielsen are generally accepted as essential of any software project (Fetaji, Dika, & Fetaji, 2008; Holzinger, 2005; Nielsen, 1993; Seong, 2006).

- Learnability (easy to learn): Users can rapidly have some works done with the system.
- Efficiency (efficient to use): Users can not only learn how to use the system quickly, but also can have high productivity via using the system.
- Memorability (easy to remember): After a period of not having used the system, users still remember how to use the system without having to learn the instruction again.
- Errors tolerant (few errors): Users would make few errors when use the system and the errors can be easily recovered.
- Satisfaction (subjectively pleasing): Users are satisfied with the system.

The Specifications of International Standard Organization for HCI and Usability, ISO 9241-11 document, is a guidance of usability. This standard provides developers the definition of usability and tells research how to identify the necessary items such as user's performance and satisfaction while evaluating system’s usability (ISO/IEC, 1998). The definition of usability described in ISO 9241-11 is:

"Usability extents to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”

Usability in mobile environment has been considered as an important system design and development goal. Hussain and Ferneley (2008) have reviewed the existing measurement models for usability and proposed a set of usability guidelines for mobile application development. Seong (2006) has also proposed a framework including three
categories (i.e. user analysis, interaction, and interface design) and ten (10) guidelines for usability of mobile learning portals.

In this research, both the usability definition and the abovementioned guidelines are taken into considerations for evaluating the usability of the proposed mobile game for on-the-job training. The pilot study results and findings are described in Section 5.

3. Methods

In this section, we first use Chris’ case to explain how the context-awareness learning activity generation process works within the proposed mobile educational game. After that, we talk the process and the methodology in details. At the end of this section, we come back to the case and use the facets and situations described in the case to show readers what learning objects are chosen and what learning activities are generated and provided to Chris.

3.1. Individual Asynchronous Functions

Chris is a visiting scholar who comes to the city learning centre of Athabasca University for the first time. In the learning centre, there are a lot of rooms for different purposes (e.g. working, meeting, drop-in, and dinning) as well as many hardware and software (e.g. printers, projectors, teleconference systems, coffee makers, banner system, and expense claim system). In order to make himself get familiar with the new research environment and everything related to what he needs for doing research in the University, he downloads and installs the Context-Aware Mobile Educational Game (CAMEG) in his smartphone with built-in camera and Wi-Fi.

Users can play two roles in this game, i.e. visiting scholar and new employee. Thus, Chris chooses to play as a visiting scholar which fits what he is right now in the University. After he chose the role, he finds that several themes which he may want to know more. Chris then chooses a theme named “Life Style in ELC” because he wants to know how to survive in this new environment before starting his research life here.

The game then generates a series of learning activities related to the chosen theme and role. These activities are not only sequential but also location-based. Each activity involves one or more learning objects including rooms, hardware, and software. Hence, he can get familiar with the environment and the facilities surround him by playing the game. For instances, he may first knows where is the kitchen and how to use the coffee machine to have a cup of coffee, and then he may understand how to setup a printer and how to operate a photocopy machine. Moreover, some activities cover the working procedure (i.e., booking a room for meeting) and University policy (i.e., applying leave for sickness and/or attending conference). He will get the knowledge/information by playing the game and doing the sequential learning activities one by one.

3.2. Generation Flow

In abovementioned scenario, the game uses knowledge structure to store environment information and its learning objects, furthermore, uses the activity generating engine to generate a series of learning activities. Figure 3 shows the learning activity generation flow. This flow has six steps:
(1) Analysis: We first list the learning domains and corresponding objects which users can learn in the environment; then identify all characteristics and figure the associated learning objects out. We store this analysis result into a knowledge structure, i.e., the context-awareness knowledge structure. After that, we design two roles and several corresponding themes which cover one or more learning domains we have in the knowledge structure.

(2) Role & theme: At this step, the user can choose one of the two roles we designed at Step 1 and choose the theme s/he wants to play.

(3) Activity generation: The game puts the choices that the user made at Step 2 into the activity generating engine to generate activities.

(4) Learning activity chain: The activity generating engine compares the learning activities and sorts it into a chain.

(5) Learn by playing: The user can follow the instructions and look for the designated learning objects to do the learning activities one by one, at meanwhile, s/he can get familiar with the environment.

(6) Personal experience update: the learning objects and related knowledge s/he has learnt will be stored in database in order to record his/her learning status (e.g. what learning activities s/he has solved and what learning objects s/he has learnt) and performance (e.g. how well s/he did in doing the learning activities and how many learning activities s/he has done).

Figure 3. Learning activity generation flow

The generation flow involves two important issues: (1) How to retrieve chosen-theme relevant learning objects from the knowledge structure? (2) How to generate the
learning activities and sort it into a chain? The followed subsections talk about the solutions of these two issues.

**A. Finding a Set of Learning Objects**

Figure 3 has illustrated the six main steps of the learning activity generation flow from functional perspective. This subsection describes the detailed design of the activity generating engine. The generating engine has five tasks:

**Task 1:** Retrieving characteristics and learning objects according to the chosen theme

At the analysis step in the generation flow (as Figure 3 shows), each theme is associated with a domain and multiple themes can have relations with the same domain. For example, when Chris chooses the theme - “Life Style in ELC”, the theme actually associates with the domain, “Event”, which covers the frequently happened events in daily works. The engine retrieves all domain relevant learning objects and corresponding characteristics from the context-awareness knowledge structure.

**Task 2:** Using rough set to filter the irrelevant learning objects and characteristics to the chosen theme

The engine uses rough set to discover the necessary root characteristics for the chosen theme, and then analyzes the relations among learning objects and characteristics. Once again, take the “Life style in ELC” theme as example (as Figure 4 shows), the relevant characteristics (i.e. positive and boundary characteristics) are “Room” and “Device” and the irrelevant characteristic (i.e. negative characteristics) is “Item”. The irrelevant characteristics and learning objects will not be taken into calculation further.

---

**Figure 4. Relations analysis for "Life style in ELC" theme**
Task 3: Using information theory to weight all learning objects

The engine uses information theory to weight learning objects according to how many theme relevant characteristics the learning objects have. For example, the root characteristic - "Room" in Figure 5 has three characteristics: "Workplace", "Rest area", and "Meeting place"; each characteristic has three child characteristics. Meanwhile, some child characteristics such as research lab, dinning, and drop-in room may have more than one parent characteristic, because their implicit characteristics.

In order to weight the learning objects, the engine has to calculate the information value of all characteristics. The probability of a characteristic depends on which level the characteristic is at and how many siblings the characteristic has, for examples, the probability of Workplace is 1/3 due to Workplace has another two siblings, Rest area and Meeting place; the probability of Discuss is 1/15 (1/3 * 1/5) due to Discuss has another four siblings, Research lab, Dinning, Drop-in room, and Formal meeting:

\[
P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Workplace}) = \frac{1}{3},
\]

\[
P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Meeting\_Place}) = \frac{1}{3}
\]

\[
P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Rest\_Area}) = \frac{1}{3}
\]

\[
P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Office}) = P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Workplace}) \times \frac{1}{4} = \frac{1}{3} \times \frac{1}{4} = \frac{1}{12}
\]

(1)

\[
P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Discuss}) = P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Meeting\_Place}) \times \frac{1}{5} = \frac{1}{3} \times \frac{1}{5} = \frac{1}{15}
\]

\[
P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Dinning}) = [P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Rest\_Area}) \times \frac{1}{3}] +
\]

\[
[P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Meeting\_Place}) \times \frac{1}{5}]
\]

\[
= \left[\frac{1}{3} \times \frac{1}{3}\right] + \left[\frac{1}{3} \times \frac{1}{5}\right] = \frac{1}{9} + \frac{1}{15} = \frac{8}{45}
\]

Once the engine had probability values for every characteristic, it can calculate the information values of characteristics:

\[
I(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Office}) = \log_2 (1/P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Office})) = \log_2 (1 / (1/12)) = 3.5850
\]

\[
I(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Discuss}) = \log_2 (1/P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Discuss})) = \log_2 (1 / (1/15)) = 3.9069
\]

\[
I(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Dinning}) = \log_2 (1/P(\text{Characteristic}_\text{Dinning}))
\]
Thus, the information value of the learning objects, Object\textsubscript{WS_1128} and Object\textsubscript{Kitchen_1125} are

\[ I(\text{Object}_{\text{WS_1128}}) = I(\text{Characteristic}_{\text{Office}}) = 3.5850 \]

\[ I(\text{Object}_{\text{Kitchen_1125}}) = I(\text{Characteristic}_{\text{Dinning}}) + I(\text{Characteristic}_{\text{Discuss}}) \]

\[ = 2.4919 + 3.9069 = 6.3988 \]

A learning object may have one or more characteristics. If a learning object has only one characteristic, the learning object can be seen as an object with specific function. On the contrary, the learning may be considered as a multi-function object if it has two or more characteristics. A characteristic may have one or more child characteristics as Figure 5 shows. A learning object can be considered as a simplified object if its characteristics belong to a smaller child characteristic set. Under this situation, the learning object has smaller information value due to its characteristics have a larger probability. For examples, the probability of \text{Characteristic}_{\text{Office}} is 1/12 as Eq.(1) shows. Similarly, a learning object can be considered as a diversified object if its characteristics belong to a larger child characteristic set. Under such situation, the learning object has larger information value. In this research, we assume that it is better for people doing on-job-training start from those simplified objects.

B. Forming a Series of Learning Activities

After the game weights all learning objects that are filtered and retrieved from the context-awareness knowledge structure, the game starts to generate theme relevant learning activities and selects learning objects for activities.

**Task 4:** Finding learning objects for pre-defined learning activity templates and generating activities

The engine has a set of pre-defined learning activity templates stored in the database. The templates are associated with one or more learning objects and characteristics, for example, "looking for a printer" template may associate with "\text{Characteristic}_{\text{Printer}}" and "having a cup of coffee in the kitchen" template may associate with "\text{Object}_{\text{Coffee_Maker_1125}}" and "\text{Object}_{\text{Kitchen_1125}}".

The engine uses the characteristics and objects retrieved by Task 2 to decide whether a template could be used or not. If a template requires specific characteristic(s), the engine will generate learning activities by picking up suitable learning objects which have the required characteristics. Otherwise, the engine simply generates the activity by filling the template up with the specific learning object(s) directly. In either case, the template may have more than one instances, for example, the "looking for a printer" template may have two instances, i.e., "looking for Object\textsubscript{Printer_xerox}" and "looking for Object\textsubscript{Printer_hp}". At last, the engine summarizes the information values of the learning objects associated with the learning activity instances, which means, each learning activity instance has its own information value and the engine chooses one instance to represent the template.

**Task 5:** Generating learning activity chain based on the information values the activities have

The engine then sorts the learning activity instances generated from Task 4 based on how many learning objects the activity contains and what information value the activity has.
In this research, the learning activities in the chain are sorted by learning object amounts and activity information values.

### 3.3. Activity Generation in the Scenario

We use the same scenario to present the whole process and possible results. After Chris decided to play as a "Visiting Scholar" and chose "Life Style in ELC" theme, the game retrieves several pre-defined learning activity templates according to the chosen role and theme and relevant learning objects and characteristics in the environment. These templates are "looking for someone's work space", "having a cup of coffee in the kitchen", "photocopy my paper in the supply room", "looking for a printer", and "looking for the meeting room".

The engine calculates the learning objects’ information values:

**Room:** (based on Figure 5(a))
- $I(Object_{WS, 1128}) = 3.5850$
- $I(Object_{Kitchen, 1125}) = 6.3988$
- $I(Object_{Meeting room, 1121}) = \log_2(1 / (1/3 \times 1/5)) = 3.9069$
- $I(Object_{Supply room, 1126}) = \log_2(1 / (1/3 \times 1/4)) = 3.5850$

**Device:** (based on Figure 5(b))
- $P(Characteristic_{Copy Machine}) = 1/5 \times 1/4 = 1/20$
- $P(Characteristic_{Coffee maker}) = [1/5 \times 1/5] + [1/5 \times 1/5] = 2/25$
- $P(Characteristic_{Printer}) = [1/5 \times 1/4] + [1/5 \times 1/5] = 9/100$

- $I(Object_{Copy machine, 1127}) = \log_2(1 / (1/20)) = 4.3219$
- $I(Object_{Coffee maker, 1125}) = \log_2(1 / (2/25)) = 3.6439$
- $I(Object_{Printer, 1123}) = \log_2(1 / (9/100)) = 3.4739$

**Item:**
- belongs to irrelevant set as Figure 4 shows.

The engine then starts to generate activities (we list partial activities below):

- **Activity 1:** Looking for Characteristic Office → Looking for Object$_{WS, 1128}$
- **Activity 2:** Having a cup of Object$_{Coffee maker, 1125}$ in Object$_{Kitchen, 1125}$
- **Activity 3:** Object$_{Copy machine, 1127}$ my paper in the Object$_{Supply room, 1126}$
- **Activity 4:** Looking for a Characteristic$_{Printer}$ → Looking for Object$_{Printer, 1123}$
- **Activity 5:** Looking for the Characteristic$_{Meeting room}$ → Not Available

The engine generates sequential activity chain based on two rules, (1) the activity involves less learning object(s) has higher priority, (2) if activities involve same amount of learning objects, the activity with lower information value has higher priority. Based
on the two rules, Figure 6 shows the learning activity chain for "Life Style in ELC" theme below.

![Learning Activity Chain](image)

**Figure 6. Learning activity chain**

These learning activities are dynamically generated according to the surrounding objects, the learning objects the user has not learned yet, the role and the theme the user has chosen at the very beginning. In other words, the users may get different activities and even different activity sequence because they have different experiences and needs.

4. Multi-Agent Mobile Educational Game Design

4.1. Architecture (with the diagram of system architecture)

To develop a lightweight, flexible, and scalable mobile educational game for on-the-job training, this research takes multi-agent architecture (MAA) into considerations while designing the game. Multi-agent architecture not only makes different agents have different responsibilities, but also provides us an expandable way to develop further functions, for instances, we can put new agents into the game for special purpose or can replace an old agent with a new and more powerful one. Figure 7 shows the MAA-based system model.

![Multi-Agent Architecture](image)

**Figure 7. Multi-Agent Architecture of the proposed mobile educational game**

This research has eight agents with different responsibilities and tasks:
Player Agent - Player agent is a bridge between the user and other agents. It gets the decisions the user made and acquires data from other agents such as Translator and Learning Activity Generator.

Learning Activity Item Collector - Learning Activity Item Collector helps the user scan the QR code with the built-in camera, and decrypts and interprets the QR code. Two kinds of QR codes we have in this research, one stores positioning data and another one stores the knowledge and instructions that the corresponding objects may have.

Translator - Translator can identify different language inputs and encode/decode the inputs with appropriate character set. Translator is very useful in non-English speaking country (e.g. China, India, and Japan) as well as bilingual environments (e.g. English-French and Dutch-English).

Calculator and Learning Activity Generator - The two agents accomplish the tasks of context-awareness learning activity generation. Calculator is responsible for measuring learning objects' information values according to the chosen role, theme, and the context surrounding the user. Learning Activity Generator, on the other hand, is responsible for generating activities based on the characteristics and corresponding learning objects filtered by Calculator and resorting those activities into a chain.

Position Locator - Position Locator is responsible for detecting where the user is. The GPS-enabled Position Locator gathers the GPS data packets from the GPS receiver and extracts the longitudes and latitudes from the packets. On the other hand, the Camera-enabled collector gets encoded data by scanning the 2-dimension barcode and decodes the data stored by the 2-dimension barcode.

Map Holder - Map Holder always keeps a copy of the map where the user is at for serving other agents when the network connection is no longer available and DB Access Agent is not able to connect to the database. The map in the proposed game is the altered context-awareness knowledge structure, altered from Ubiquitous Knowledge Structure which is proposed by Wu and his colleagues (Wu, et. al., 2008).

DB Access Agent - DB Access Agent uses appropriate data manipulation language (i.e., SQL commands) to access data from the database for other agents. If the network connection is not available, the agent will tell other agents to look for Map Holder’s help but keep those jobs required database update. DB Access Agent will do batch update when the network connection is recovered.

4.2. Mobile Application Development Issues

By applying multi-agent concept in developing the mobile educational game, we can successfully comply with the five design principles of mobile application development proposed by Tan and Kinshuk (2009).

Regarding "multiplatform adaption" design principle: The proposed game use Java Micro Edition (Java ME) as the programming language to implement most of the agents and use native programming languages to implement those agents which access low-level features and functions that smartphones provide, e.g., built-in camera. Beside the programming language, we use QR Codes to store positioning data in order to make sure that users can play the game with the smartphones which have no built-in GPS
receiver. These designs lead the game working well on different mobile platform as long as it supports Java application.

Regarding "little resource usage" design principle, the multi-agent based educational game we developed on smartphones consumes relatively less resource since not all agents are needed to be started at the very beginning.

Regarding "little human/device interaction" design principle, in the proposed game, the Player Agent only talks to users for asking them to pick role and theme at the beginning. After that, the Player Agent gives the users a learning activity to solve and only interacts with the users again when they ask Learning Activity Item Collector to scan the QR Codes for them.

Regarding "small data communication bandwidth use" design principle, DB Access Agent and Map Holder are designed in such a way to make the mobile educational game we developed do not require network bandwidth all the time. Specifically, Map Holder will backup data from Server's database to mobile device's local Records Management System (RMS) at the starting stage, which means the game then can work without the Internet connection. Once the Internet is recovered, the game will do a batch update to synchronize data. Moreover, we use QR Codes to store the knowledge and instructions that the corresponding objects may have to reduce the system accessing the learning contents on the Internet all the time.

Regarding "no additional hardware" design principle, similar to what is done for the "multiplatform adaption", the users are neither required to have the smartphones with built-in GPS receiver nor required to purchase RFID reader for getting longitudes and latitudes where the users as well as the learning contents are associated with specific learning objects.

### 4.3. Collaborations among Agents

In this subsection, the details of the collaboration among agents are discussed. Figure 8 illustrates the relations among the agents and database. Agents communicate with each other by sending requests and receiving responses. An agent is initiated only when other agents need certain agent’s help. With such flexible collaboration mechanism, it is possible to extend and enhance the game at anytime very easily by adding new agents or replacing old ones without changing the main program.

Any smartphone can host the proposed game as long as the device supports Java ME with the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) 2.0 and have built-in camera and internet connections. It would be better but not necessary if the device has built-in GPS. As Figure 8 shows, the system flow includes three stages: the first stage involves three agents, the Player Agent, Translator, and DB Access Agent (step 1 and 2); the second stage focuses on the learning activity generation (step 3 to 7), which involves Learning Activity Generator, Calculator, Position Locator, Translator, and DB Access Agent; and, the third stage involves Learning Activity Item Collector, the Player Agent, Translator, and DB Access Agent (step 8 and 9). In addition, we have an agent called Map Holder which acts as the backup of DB Access Agent and keeps the copy of the database and user’s profile on the smartphone in case the Internet connection is unavailable. Following paragraphs describe the three stages in details.
Stage I. User signs in/signs up for the game

The Player Agent interacts with the user and helps data exchanges between the user and other agents. At beginning, the Player Agent gets username and password from the user and then sends these data to Translator (step 1 in Figure 8) to see what language the data uses. The Player Agent then sends user’s username/password to DB Access Agent. DB Access Agent judges if the account is existed in either the game database or other system’s database (e.g. our university’s Moodle database). If the username/password does not exist, DB Access Agent informs the Player Agent. The Player Agent then asks the user to create an account for playing the game (step 2 in Figure 8). Map Holder is a backup of DB Access Agent; it helps other agents to retrieve required data under offline mode (i.e., when Internet connection is not available).

Stage II. Context-awareness learning activity generation

After the user signed in the game, the user can choose his/her preferred role and theme. The Learning Activity Generator receives the choices and asks Calculator for suitable learning objects and characteristics (step 3 and step 4 in Figure 8). At meantime, Position Locator starts positioning process by using either GPS (if the built-in GPS receiver has detected) or camera (step 5 in Figure 8). Once the Calculator had the location data from Position Locator and chosen theme from Learning Activity Generator, the Calculator uses information theory and rough set to find the appropriated learning objects and characteristics and to calculate the information value for each learning object and characteristic (step 6 in Figure 8). Consequently, the Learning Activity Generator received the learning objects with information values; it compares the learning objects and characteristics with learning activity templates and composes learning activities. The sorted learning activities are sent to the Player Agent (step 7 in Figure 8) to show up on the screen and to ask the user doing it.

Stage III. User does learning activities

In the beginning of this stage, Learning Activity Generator gives the Player Agent the learning activity chain (step 7 in Figure 8). The user then receives the learning activities one by one offered by the Player Agent. Each learning activity asks the user to find
specific learning object(s) and to collect the learning objects by scanning its QR Codes. Therefore, the Player Agent helps the user to wake Learning Activity Item Collector up when the user wants to collect the learning activity item. The Learning Activity Item Collector starts the built-in camera for the user to take photo of QR Code and decodes the QR Code for the user. The Player Agent then checks whether the learning object collected by the user is what the learning activity asks for or not (step 8 in Figure 8). Finally, the user's experiences are saved back to the database via DB Access Agent or Map Holder (step 9 in Figure 8). The synchronized function let the user can see what activities s/he has done, which also means that learning activity generator will offer him/her different activity chain with other learning objects when s/he plays next time.

4.4. Complete Example of Game Play

Figure 9 shows the screenshots of the game-play. During the game-play, the Player Agent is the only agent who interacts with the user and helps data exchanges between the user and other agents. Correspondingly, DB Access Agent is the only agent designed to access the database to reduce the complexity of system development.

In current version of the game, two roles and corresponding pre-defined themes are designed. For instances, a visiting scholar may have interest in the life style of the new environment s/he has just arrived in and a new employee may want to know people's offices and specific working procedures (as Step 2 on Figure 9 shows). After the Learning Activity Generator sends the learning activity chain to the Player Agent, the
Player Agent displays the learning activity to the user one by one as Step 3 on Figure 9 shows. Subsequently, the Activity Item Collector enables the built-in camera for the user and decodes the QR code photo that the user took (as Step 4 and 5 on Figure 9 shows). Step 6 on Figure 9 shows text-based learning material of specific learning object. Beside text-based learning contents, the learning contents can also be HTML-based, binary-based image, an URL of webpage, media stream and Flash animation to deliver different types of information/knowledge to the user.

At last, the Player Agent judges if the collected item is what the learning activity asks for (as Step A and Step B on Figure 9 show). In the whole process, these agents are collaborative working together to provide the user context-awareness learning activities and mobile game-based learning experiences. The multi-agent based system makes the game easier to design, develop, and alter/replace functions.

5. Usability Analysis

This research did a pilot study to evaluate the usability of the proposed mobile educational game. This section starts from talking the design of pilot study and questionnaire; then, proposing research questions (i.e., the hypothesis); and describing the usability analysis results and discussing the findings at the end.

5.1. Usability Questionnaire and Hypothesis

The pilot study took place in the Department of Information Management (IM) of National Kaohsiung First University of Science and Technology (NKFUST). The proposed game here in this study is to help new students get familiar with the environment by playing this mobile role playing game. Before started the study, researchers constructed the ubiquitous knowledge structure for the working and learning environment of the department. With the GPS and QR Codes’ help, the proposed game can store knowledge and information for more than one place, which means, the users can play the game at different places.

A. Participant and Procedure

The participants of this pilot study are 37 1st year graduate students of the department including 25 male and 12 female students. The pilot study was holding in the mid of September, 2010. At that moment, all students are new to the department, so they have difficulty with this new environment (i.e., new school, new policy, new campus, and new faces) and are qualified to our research assumption and objective, that is “users can get familiar with the new working environment and learn new procedure and work flow by playing mobile educational game.”

Leaflets or brochures definitely can provide these students some information and knowledge about the school and the department. However, we can imagine how heavy the brochure may be if we want the brochure covering too much knowledge. We can imagine how the students feel about the heavy brochure. Will they really like to read it? We don't think so. Also, the leaflets and brochures are neither location-awareness nor context-awareness, which means the students need to find the knowledge which they think it is useful to them by digging and searching the whole brochure from time to time. Moreover, if they want to get to somewhere, they need to know where they are first on the static map in the brochure.
The pilot study took one week. At beginning, the researchers introduced the game in class; then the researchers invited students playing the game; at the end, the researchers delivered the questionnaire to the participants and asked them to fill it.

B. Usability Questionnaire

As mentioned in Section 2, a system with good usability will “be easy to learn”, “be efficient to use”, “be easy to remember”, “has few errors”, and “be subjectively pleasing” (Nielsen, 1993). We develop the usability questionnaire according to these five features that a system with good usability has as well as the three concepts (i.e. effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction) that are specified in ISO 9241-11:

- How easy the system is to users to complete tasks when they use the system first time? [Easy to Learn]
- How quickly can users complete tasks once they have learned the user interface of the system? [Efficient to Use]
- After users don’t use the system for a while, how easily can they recall how to use the system? [Easy to Remember]
- How many system errors the users may encounter while using the system? [Few Errors]
- How easily can the users go through the system errors? [Few Errors]
- How pleasant the users are going to have after using the system? [Subjectively Pleasing]
- How accurate information the system can provide users to help users complete specific tasks? [Effectiveness]
- How complete the system is designed for helping users to complete specific tasks well? [Effectiveness]
- How much time the system spends on providing required resources to users? [Efficiency]
- Can the procedure that the system uses saving users’ time compared to the original procedure? [Efficiency]
- How relevant the resources are that the system provides to users for completing specific goals? [Efficiency]
- How sufficient the resources are that the system provides to users? [Efficiency]
- How comfortable the users feel toward the system after using it? [Satisfaction]
- How helpful the users feel toward the system after using it? [Satisfaction]
- Will the users choose to use the system again in the future? [Satisfaction]

Seong (2006) has proposed ten usability guidelines for mobile learning portal design. These guidelines can be categorized into three aspects: user analysis, interaction, and interface design. This research takes several guidelines from Seong's research to design the usability questionnaire, e.g., "visibility of the status", "minimize human cognitive load", "small screen display", and "consistency".
### Table 1. Questionnaire and Factors Affect System’s Usability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Factors Affect System’s Usability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>This system’s user interface is easy to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Using this system is easy to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The system procedure is clear and simple to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The terms and functions on the system are easy to understand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The logical design of this system is good, I have no difficulty in using it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I can learn how to use this system easily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I can get needed information quickly by using this system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The generated learning activities can save my time in learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I can get familiar with the learning objects (i.e. devices, room places, items) quickly by using this system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>This system provides me enough information for what I want to know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>This system provides me enough information for learning (i.e. learning objects and relevant knowledge).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Using this system make me adapt to the new environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Using this system improves my learning performance in the new environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I will recommend others to use this system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I can complete the learning activities that system offers by traveling in the new environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The information provided by this system is correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>The information provided by this system can be trusted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>I want to use this system for learning tool in the future.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Five-point Likert-scale items: 1 for strongly disagree to 5 for strongly agree

Eighteen five-point Likert-scale items (5 for "strongly agree" to 1 for "strongly disagree") had been designed for the usability questionnaire in this study. The questionnaire addresses thirteen factors which may affect a system's usability in the three dimensions described in ISO 9241-11, i.e., effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. The validity of these items was established by a review of three experts in educational technology field. Selected items were revised based upon their comments and recommendations. The Cronbach's alpha for the overall questionnaire is 0.88 indicating...
that the questionnaire (and its items) can be seen as reliable due to its internal consistency is good enough (i.e., exceeds 0.75) (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995). Table 1 lists the questionnaire items, the thirteen factors and corresponding three dimensions.

C. Research Questions

The researchers want to find the answers of the following questions by analyzing the collected data of this pilot study:

1. Does the proposed context-aware mobile educational game’s usability good enough to users?
2. Does the effectiveness of using context-aware mobile educational game to male and female participants be different?
3. Does the efficiency of using context-aware mobile educational game to male and female participants be different?
4. Does the satisfaction of using context-aware mobile educational game to male and female participants be different?

5.2. Results and Analysis

A. Descriptive Statistics

The 18-item questionnaire covers thirteen factors which can be used to examine the usability of a system as we talked earlier. Table 2 lists the descriptive statistics of the thirteen factors for different gender groups. The overall scores that female participants responded are higher than male participants. Especially to the “Easy to Learn” and “Intention” factors, the mean values of “Easy to Learn” factor is 4.58 and “Intention” factor is 4.5 are much higher than the males’ 3.76 and 3.68. In addition, the factor has the lowest mean value that male participants responded is “Visibility of System Status” compared to females’ “Relevant information”. We will discuss these results in details next section. Next, we use independent T-test to see if there is gender difference to the three dimensions and thirteen factors individually.

B. Gender Differences

Independent T-test for the three concepts

The statistical analysis data in Table 3 shows that there are significant differences between male and female participants for two dimensions: Effectiveness (p < 0.05) and Satisfaction (p < 0.05). The results indicate that male and female participants feel quite differently to the effectiveness of the proposed mobile educational game. Similarly, they also have different degrees of satisfaction to the proposed game. There is no difference between male and female participants’ responses regarding the efficiency of the proposed game.

Independent T-test for the thirteen factors

We further explore to see if there is gender difference in the thirteen factors that may affect system’s usability. As the results in Table 4 show, there are significant differences between male and female participants to “Easy to Learn” factor (p < 0.001) and “Intention” factor (p < 0.01). Beside the two factors, the gender differences for another three factors - “Subjectively Pleasing” (p = 0.079), “Match between System and Real World” (p = 0.062) and “Reliability and Availability” (p = 0.073) can also be told from
Table 4. The statistical analysis of the rest eight factors shows there is no obviously difference between male and female participants’ responses.

Table 2. The descriptive statistics of the thirteen factors that may affect system’s usability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Easy to Use</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.1250</td>
<td>.74239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>.61237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Intuitively Appearance</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>.93744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.8800</td>
<td>.78102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Visibility of System Status</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>1.04447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.5600</td>
<td>.76811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Consistency</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.3333</td>
<td>.77850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.9200</td>
<td>.64031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Easy to Learn</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.5833</td>
<td>.51493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.7600</td>
<td>.52281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Efficient to Use</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.4722</td>
<td>.62697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.1600</td>
<td>.57025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Relevant Information</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.9167</td>
<td>.90034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.8000</td>
<td>.81650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Quantity of Information</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>.85280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.6800</td>
<td>.74833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Reduce Cognitive Load</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>.56408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.5800</td>
<td>.98615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Subjectively Pleasing</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.2500</td>
<td>.62158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.7600</td>
<td>.83066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Match between System and Real World</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.4167</td>
<td>.66856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.8000</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Reliability and Availability</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>.38925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.7600</td>
<td>.70887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Intention</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.5000</td>
<td>.52223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.6800</td>
<td>.80208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. T-test for dimensions of system usability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>T-test for equality of means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-test</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>3.179</td>
<td>.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>1.778</td>
<td>.191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05

Table 4. T-test for factors of system usability (only list important factors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>T-test for equality of means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-test</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to Learn</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjectively Pleasing</td>
<td>.826</td>
<td>.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match between System and Real World</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td>.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability and Availability</td>
<td>3.307</td>
<td>.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>1.299</td>
<td>.262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05

5.3. Finding and Discussion

There are some interesting findings from the pilot study and these findings can help us understanding the usability of the proposed mobile educational game as well as answering the abovementioned four research questions. For the first question, as the statistical data in Table 2 shows, the responses from both male and female participants highly appreciation to the proposed context-aware mobile educational game in every way. In addition, female participants’ responses to all factors are relatively higher than male participants in this pilot study. Some factors show relatively low mean values include "Visibility of System Status", "Relevant Information", and "Quantity of Information" tell us the direction that the game can be improved to provide users more richness and variety of learning activities.

Some researchers have done research in reflecting male and female players' behaviors and attitudes toward the game-based learning. Their results also show that
males tend to feel the educational games are boring, in the contrary, females have more positive perceptions toward the educational games (Gwee, Chee, & Tan, 2010; Law, 2010). For the effectiveness question, we also found that male and female participants do have different feelings of the effectiveness of the proposed game. Both male and female participants feel that using context-aware mobile educational game is easy, but female participants rate it higher than male participants do. The Effectiveness dimension has five factors as Table 1 lists. To the "Easy to Learn" factor, female participants feel that it is easy to learn how to play the game.

Papastergiou (2009) has applied digital game-based learning in computer science education and found that there is no significant difference between male and female participants' perceptions toward the overall appeal, the user interface's quality, and the game-play's educational value. For the efficiency question, the results also show no significant differences between male and female participants. Nevertheless, the responses still provide us thoughts on how to improve the proposed game in the future. For instance, both males and females are not so agree that the game provides them enough information, i.e., the mean value of "Relevant Information" factor is relatively lower than other factors. We should further explore to see whether this perception came from the generated learning activities didn’t fit to users' demands or came from the game gave the users not enough information regarding the learning objects involved in the generated learning activities. This usability questionnaire provides our research a guideline for the next step of system upgrade.

Wang and colleagues (2009) find that performance expectancy and effort expectancy are significant determinants of the behavioral intention to use mobile learning systems. In this pilot study, for the satisfaction question, similar to the results of the effectiveness question, the data of the satisfaction dimension also shows that female participants have higher intention toward the proposed game than males and confirms that the effectiveness does play a significant determinant of the behavioral intention to use a system.

Several disadvantages exist in this pilot study. First of all, due to the limit participants, the sample size for the statistics may not achieve a proper size in this pilot study. Second, in this pilot study, we focused on usability analysis of the proposed system due to "the usability analysis is needed to any software project", as Nielsen and other researchers said. Both usability analysis and comparative analysis are important to the proposed game, and we believe these two analyses can be done separately without problem. If the game is not better, then it is unnecessary to discuss its usability. Similarly, if the users feel the game's usability is less, then they will not have interest in using it even we (researchers) promote it hardly. Which we see it happens all the time when we (researchers) want to ask users (teachers or students) using our research outcome. So, we decided to make sure that the proposed game has high enough usability to the users first. In the other words, this study has no comparative analysis in assessing if the proposed game is better to users than the traditional way. Since we have got positive results in usability analysis, we are now considering to touch base with business and to arrange possible experiment in comparing the proposed system with traditional orientation way of trainings.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we present a multi-agent-based mobile educational game in which the kernel, learning activity generating engine, can generate context-awareness learning
activities automatically. This game can help users doing on-the-job training to get familiar with new environment; to adapt new working procedure and policy; and, to learn facilities related to jobs. The proposed game has three features: (1) it has context-awareness knowledge structure to store all learning objects and characteristics associated with the environment; (2) it can generate different learning activity chains according to user’s location, chosen role and theme, and surrounding learning objects; (3) its multi-agent architecture makes itself easy to maintain and to extend. We have done a pilot study and design a questionnaire to assess the usability of the proposed game. The results show that female participants give higher scores in all factors of assessing a system’s usability than male participants. Correspondingly, we found significant differences between male and female participants in the factors “Easy to Learn” and “Intention”.

We still have two research issues needed to be done further: storytelling and reward. The learning activity in this game is boring in some sense, the activity currently only asks the user to find specific learning object. The pilot study also gives us statistical evidence on the male participants’ responses. At next stage, we are going to put narrative elements and storytelling strategies into the learning activity generation process. The story-based learning activity may make users feel they are playing game rather than following orders made by the Player Agents. Reward is very important to motivate people, e.g., students study in schools and employees do jobs in workplaces. Rewards can be real or virtual ones, many researchers argue virtual rewards are better. In the proposed game, we do have reward for every learning activity. However, the rewards currently have no significant meaning to the user. At next stage, we may need to make the rewards more valuable to the users.
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